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Integrity Taylor has regained possession of her ancestral lands - and inherited a whole host of new

problems. The specter of what really happened to her parents is casting a shadow over everything,

while Fomori demons are being sighted up and down the Highlands. It doesn't help that Aifric

Moncrieffe still seems determined to see her dead, and emerald-eyed Byron remains stubbornly

blind to his father's true nature. Integrity is determined to stay in control of her own destiny,

however, even if it means confronting the darkness across the Veil yet again. And at least she's still

got a sense of humor....
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If there is one thing I can say about the Highland Magic series as a whole and this book in

particular, it is that they are quick reads. I kept turning the pages in my kindle so quickly, I did not

even realise that the book was over until I reached the epilogue!Plot wise, so much stuff happens.

As the name of the book indcactes, Integrity has to go through the Veil to the Lowlands more than

one time. The truth about just what happened to the Adair Clan during the time of their death is

finally revealed. But that just poses more questions, and the plot really thickens! What is the

connection between the Demons beyond the Veil and the Adair Clan? Why were they targeted?

What is this about a prophecy that everyone (except Integrity and gang, apparently) knows about?

All this and so much, much more happens that cannot be mentioned, because... spoilers! But let me

tell you, if you have read the first book of this series and liked it, then you will definitely love the plot



developments in this book.I liked Integrity a lot more in this book. The Tipsania thing was totally

unexpected! And that ending! Nice! What Integrity did there was brilliant! And I loved the epilogue

too. Byron! Finally! About time, too! *Is this not making sense? Then go read the book soon... Then

we can discuss about these!*Byron was pretty much obtuse here, at least till the very end. So much

that I wanted to shake some sense into him! With that epilogue however, I cannot wait to read the

next book to know the aftermaths of all the revelations in this book.While I loved the plot of this

book, it felt like this book was just laying the groundwork for the next book. While Veiled Threat was

not my favourite book of the series, I'm sure the next book is going to be awesome!
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